
Welcome to 
Wenzhou Hope Machinery



Company Introduction



Wenzhou Hope Machinery Co., Ltd. was established in 2004. It has 2 factori with a total 

area of 22,600 square meters.

 The products are designed and produced according to DIN, 3A, SMS, ISO, BS, IDF 

and ASME BPE standards, and have passed ASME BPE certification and ISO9001 

international quality management system certification. At present, there are 53 sets of 

CNC equipment; the annual production capacity is 250,000 pieces per month; there are 

8 production lines for in-pipe connectors, the annual production capacity is 200,000 

pieces per month; 

We are a team focus on high quality products
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Apragaz is the most 
authoritative third-party 
certification testing and 
inspection organization in 
the European Union. It 
was established in 
Brussels, the headquarters 
of the European Union, in 
1929. It was established 
by the Belgian National 
Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
Transport Association. It 
was originally engaged in 
the testing of pressure 
equipment and was one 
of the earliest institutions 
engaged in CE 
certification. one.



Quality 
assurance



By controlling the process, 
we control the quality



product input process Self-test content Treatment Precautions

ASME-BPE Standard 
Execution forming

① No burrs at the nozzle, no 
internal and external chamfers

This process is repaired or 
scrapped

perform a turning
② Outer diameter: according to 
the upper deviation Rework in this process Welding disc protection

③ OD tolerance is within the 
range Clamp circle in this process Nozzle knock damage

Abrasive belt 
150#(welding bead 100# 
abrasive belt) Outer sand

①The outer weld bead is 
cleaned, without defects such 
as blisters and pores

Welding personnel repair 
welding, repair in this 
process

②There are no defects such as 
pressure points and scratches 
on the surface; Rework in this process

③Wall thickness T, 1.54<T<1.78 
(4 inches in proportion)

Acknowledgment of 
concession receipt or 
scrapping

Measure the wall thickness 
before sanding T>1.58

④ Outer diameter OD qualified
Rework in this process - 
clamping circle

Before sandingThe self-
inspection outer diameter 
OD must be toleranced;If 
the outer diameter is too 
small, it needs to be 
repaired by passing the ball

Sand block 80# weld 
bead (only for weld bead) inside hand toss

①Sampling wall thickness 
T>1.54 Return to previous process

Guaranteed front-end input: 
qualified products

The first pass: sand block 
120#-3A

②The inner weld bead is 
cleaned, without defects such 
as pressure points and thick 
wires Rework in this process spotlight inspection

The second pass: sand 
block 180#-SF1

③There are no defects such as 
pressure points and thick wires 
on the inner surface Rework in this process

Sand blasting must be done 
in order, and no skipping is 
allowed.

Porcess Card
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Inspection
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Hoep Three Year Development Plan

Original Products BPE Fittings BPE Tubes Sanitary Tubes Tank Accessories Valves



Thanks for listening


